Unlock and maximize new productivity benefits for your mine site.

**TITAN 3330™ ENABLES YOU TO:**
- Control and reduce truck payload variance
- Increase average payloads
- Reduce safety overloads
- Improve production across an optimized load haul fleet

www.CRdigital.com
**Real-time data—accurate loads.**

The intuitive user interface displays the real-time data to assist the operator with accurate truck loads. By measuring excavator payloads in real-time with excavator payload monitoring, and the cumulative payload in the truck, the operator has the ability to adjust subsequent excavator buckets to more closely achieve the truck target payload.

Titan 3330™ enables its users to set specific payload targets to individual trucks and can automatically recognize arriving trucks and their target payload, using RFID technology or from the site FMS system. The targets set and allow the mines to align their fill rates to the site’s production strategy, further optimizing the load haul fleet.

The Titan technology automatically recognizes non-productive loads and only allocates those loads that are dumped into the trucks as ongoing payload data. Once a truck is at target capacity and leaves, Titan automatically resets for the next truck in line.

By providing our customers with real-time production and structural duty data, Titan allows operators to self-correct potential damaging dig techniques, which improves their overall performance and reduces the possibility of damage to the digger and trucks, reducing the risk of unscheduled downtime.

**Deliver long term, sustainable increases in productivity to your mining fleet, with:**

- Real-time data to manage operator performance
- CR Digital’s Analysis and Improvement service: working with you to identify and implement sustainable continuous improvement
- Orion analytics to provide long term analysis on daily, weekly, and monthly basis:
  - Production
  - Maintenance
  - Business
Orion data analytics provides the most relevant data visualization, enabling ongoing, effective analysis of operational performance.

CR Digital’s Analysis and Improvement service is a collaborative process, developing understanding of the operational context for the information, and supporting joint identification of operational issues, and improvement initiatives.

Orion Data Analysis and Improvement reporting delivers:

- Automated, compiled and distributed reports
- Insights via web or mobile platforms
- Short-term Interval Control and On-Demand Reports

Contact your account manager today or visit www.crdigital.com for more information.

Global Support

Seattle | Dallas | Portland | Santiago | Brisbane | Perth

CR Digital’s remote support team and field technicians can receive your enquiries around the clock.

Request support 24/7.